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2. Klassen 

ALIENS 

Aliens at my place: 

It was a rainy Sunday morning in winter. I wanted to do my Math homework. Suddenly I heard a 
strange noise and then I saw that a UFO had landed behind me. A door opened and two strange green 
creatures with blue hands and red legs came out. One of the creatures told me that they wanted to 
spend their holidays on the Earth. They wanted to stay for two weeks. I showed them a hotel where 
they could stay overnight.The first week I visited them every day and we played cards and other games. 
The first day of the second week was boring, but then I had a great idea. I took them to my school. All 
the girls screamed very loudly when they saw the aliens and Mr. and Mrs. Auinger´s cat, which is very 
fat, ran quickly away. In the English lesson Mrs. Stecher , who is really not afraid of ghosts and other 
things , had a little shock. Two aliens in her English lesson ! ! The students must not see them ! ! So 
Mrs. Stecher hid them behind the blackboard.  
On the last day in the second week they came to my place and thanked me for everything. "We´ll come 
again next winter ! " they said.  

Johanna Stigger, Mirja Weirather  

 

 

 

Animal stories  
based on the story 'the unwanted dog' (The new you and me 2) 

The unwanted cat 

One Sunday afternoon a car stopped on the motorway. A man got out, opened the door on the other 
side of the car and took out a little brown and black cat. He put the cat on the grass. Then he took a toy 
mouse." Brave cat", he said and he threw the toy mouse into the wood . The cat ran after it. Quickly, 
the man got into the car . He drove off and did not look back. When the cat came back, it saw that the 
man was not there any more. Bezi the cat meowed and meowed for an hour. Then it ran away through 
the high grass. Three days later the man was in his garage. Suddenly he heard a little cat. It meowed 
and meowed and it did not go away." It sounds a bit like my cat," The man thought and he was very 
happy.  

Daniela Stigger 

  



The unhappy cat 

One Monday morning a car stopped in a park . A man got out , opened the other side of the car and took 
out a little reddish cat . He put the cat on the ground . Then he gave the cat a piece of sausage . " Good 
cat , " he said . The cat ate the sausage . Quickly the man got into the car . He drove off and didn't look 
back . When the cat had finished eating , it saw that the man wasn't there any more . It started 
meowing , and it meowed and meowed for two hours . Then it ran away through the high grass . Two 
days later the man was in his garden . Suddenly he heard a little cat . It meowed and meowed and it 
didn't go away . "It sounds a bit like my cat , " the man thought . He was rather unhappy . " Why did I 
do it ? " he said to himself . " Why did I leave the cat in the park ? Why didn't I give it to my nephew or 
take it to the animal shelter ? Too late , too late . Maybe it has found another family . " In the meantime 
the cat meowed and meowed and meowed . " I must go and see what it is , " the man said to himself . 
He got up and walked to the front of his house . And there it was – his little reddish cat . The man was 
very , very happy . " I`ll always keep you with me , " he said to the cat . And it meowed .  

Sabrina Gabl  

 
 

MAGIC THINGS  

based on the story 'the magic carrot' (The new you and me 2) 

The magic banana: 

The old lady gave me a banana . I thanked her and put it into my bag. Then I heard the words , "Tell 
the banana what you want to be , eat it slowly , and then wait and see ".In the afternoon I took out the 
banana and said , "I want to be twenty years old ." I ate the banana , but the trick did not work. I did 
not turn into a twenty – year –old girl, but I turned into a monkey ! I was shocked . " I do not want to 
be a monkey ! I do not want to be a monkey !" I shouted . Then I heard my sister , "Get up . Time for 
school , my little monkey , " she said and laughed .  

Stigger Daniela  

The old man gave me a banana. I thanked him and put it into my pocket. Then I heard the words," Tell 
the banana what you want to be, eat it slowly, and then wait and see." After lunch I took out the banana 
and said ," I want to be Arnold Schwarzenegger." I ate the banana, but the trick didn’t work. I didn’t 
turn into Arnold, but I turned into a rabbit! I was shocked. "I don’t want to be a rabbit! I don’t want to 
be a rabbit!" I shouted. Then I heard my mum, "Get up. Time for school, my little rabbit," she said and 
laughed.  

Bangratz Dominic  

The young man gave me a banana. I thanked him and put it into my schoolbag. Then I heard the words, 
"Tell the banana what you want to be , eat it quickly, and then wait and see. "After lunch I took out the 
banana and said , "I want to be rich ." I ate the banana ,but the trick didn’t work . I wasn't rich , but I 
turned into a snail ! I was shocked . "I don't want to be a snail !" I shouted. Then I heard my mum, "Get 
up. Time for school , my little snail ,"she said and laughed .  

Benjamin Eiter  

The old lady gave me a banana. I thanked her and put it into my schoolbag. Then I heard the words , 
"Tell the banana what you want to be, eat it slowly, and then wait and see." For lunch I took out the 
banana and said, "I want to be an astronaut ". But the trick didn’t work. I didn’t turn into an astronaut, 
but I turned into a carrot! I was shocked. " I don’t want to be a carrot!" I shouted. Then I heard my 
mum ," Get up. Time for school, my little carrot.  
 
Michael Grüneis 

 



The magic coin: 

The old lady gave me a coin. I thanked her and put it into my schoolbag. Then I heard the words, " Tell 
the coin what you want to be , throw it away, and then wait and see." After lunch I took out the coin and 
said, " I want to be stronger." I threw it away, but the trick didn`t work. I didn´t turn stronger, but I 
turned into a bear! I was shocked. " I don´t want to be a bear ! I don´t want to be a bear !"I shouted. 
Then I heard my mum, " Get up. Time for school, my little bear, " she said and laughed.,  

Sandra Krismer  

 

The magic orange: 

The old man gave me an orange. I thanked him and put it into my pocket. Then I heard the words, "Tell 
the orange what you want to be, eat it quickly and then wait and see." After lunch I took out the orange 
and said, "I want to be seventeen years old. " I ate the orange, but the trick didn't work . I didn't turn 
into a seventeen -year -old , but I turned into a pig! I was shocked." I don't want to be a pig! I don't 
want to be a pig!" I shouted. Then I heard my mum, ''Get up. Time for school, my little pig, ''she said 
and laughed.  

Bettina Lehr, Sabrina Gasser 

 

The magic orange: 

The old lady gave me an orange. I thanked her and put it into my schoolbag. Then I heard the words, 
"Tell the orange what you want to be , eat it quickly, and then wait and see." After lunch I took out the 
orange and said,"I want to be a football star". I ate the orange, but the trick didn't work. I didn't turn 
into a football star , but I turned into a snake! I was shocked. "I don't want to be a snake ! I don't want 
to be a snake!" I shouted. Then I heard my mum, " Get up. Time for school, my little snake.  

Tanja Holzknecht  

 

Two magic apples: 

The old lady gave me two magic apples. ,,I want to be super intelligent," I said and ate the first apple. I 
was very intelligent. I was the best in Maths and in English in my class. I was the cleverest child in my 
little town. I was cleverer than Superman. That was great. I liked it a lot. But my friends didn´t like it. I 
was too clever for them. So I ate the second apple and said, ,,I want to be me." Now I am not so clever 
any more, but I have a lot of friends.  

Teresa Bauer 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. Klassen 

 

ALIENS  
based on the story 'the all-american slurp' (The new you and me 4) 

Aliens in a restaurant: 

But this was a special evening for the two aliens who got to Earth for two days. They went around in the 
city and were looking for a really good restaurant. When they had found one, they sat down and they 
were handed their menus. But they couldn‘t read anything because they were written in German. So 
they ordered two complete dinners. The soup arrived. The aliens stared at the soup and they were 
helpless. But then one of them began to put salt and pepper into the soup.  

They landed. "OK, KX7", said one of the aliens, "I hope you are right, that this is a really good 
restaurant, because I haven’t eaten anything since 1967." They scanned the advertising sign. "We are 
right YW3", said the other. They went in and took their seats.  
"What would you like to eat?" the waiter asked. They switched on their universal-translator. "First let’s 
have a look at the menu", they said. 1 millisecond later, their CPU (Central Processing Unit) had worked 
it out: "A "Käseknödel" please". One minute later, they got it. Normally, they only ate pieces of 
information which were on SCD-ROM’s. But what was that? First they analysed the thing in front of 
them. Then they touched it with their sensors. "Oh, I think that this is an add-on for the processor." But 
this was a big mistake. They added it on, the system broke down and ran out of silicon. That meant that 
they would die. Since then no other alien has ever visited us.  

Manuel Meitinger  

 

  

Aliens landed in Leins: 

Yesterday was a special evening. Aliens landed in Leins. They came in a yellow UFO. Mister X, the 
biggest alien, got off the UFO and asked Sandro Wallnöfer for a really good restaurant. So they flew to 
the Arzlerhof. When they saw the menu, which was mostly in German, Mr. X took a German dictionary 
out of his pocket. All the aliens ordered Erbsensuppe and Kasspatzle. After half an hour, the soup 
arrived. They asked, " How do you get soup up from a plate ?" The other guests started to giggle. Mr. B 
whispered," You must try with your suctorial arm !" Mr. X changed his normal arm into a suctorial arm 
and started to suck.  
After one hour, the soup was on the table and the plate had disappeared. Mr. X had sucked the plate ! 
Then, the Kasspatzle arrived. Mr. X said, " What`s that ?" The waiter said, " These are Kasspatzle, sir. 
They are made of cheese ." " On Jupiter, we always eat cats and dogs !" said Mr. X . " But I will try 
that." He sat on the back of the chair, took off his shoes and socks and ate the Kasspatzle with his toes ! 
Then all the other guests left the restaurant because the aliens were so horrifying! When the aliens had 
finished, they went to their UFO and  
flew home !!  

Markus Rimml, Pirmin Lechner 

 

 

 

 



Strange visitors and a restaurant: 

But this was a special evening. The aliens wanted to visit a nice restaurant, and so they looked up a 
restaurant in the yellow book. It was called "Eggeralm" and was situated near a glacier. At their table 
they were handed their menus, but they did not understand really. Everything was written in "Deutsch", 
so the chief ordered the same thing for them all, "Kaasspaatzlen". First the waiter looked at them angrily 
, because the alien could not say the word "Kaasspaatzlen" very well. But after all, the waiter brought 
the food.  
When the aliens saw the pans with the "Kaasspaatzlen" in them, they first didn’t know what to do. Then 
the chief started to put the food on the table and the other strange visitors did the same. The second 
thing they did was , clean the pans with the napkins. When all the pans were clean, the "Kaasspaatzlen" 
cold, they ate the iron-pans. The other guests looked at them. The aliens slurped loudly and looked very 
happy. Then the chief wanted to order a "Banana-Split" for them all . But the waiter was too scared. And 
so they left the restaurant with an angry face.  

Nadja Neuner  

Aliens at the Tiroler Hof: 

Yesterday was a crazy evening . We were at the Tiroler Hof when we saw a mysterious light coming out 
of the clouds. The light came nearer and nearer . Suddenly it landed in front of our car .Then some little 
green creatures came out ,and asked us, if that was the Tiroler Hof .We said yes and went in with the 
aliens. The other people looked surprised.We asked if they wanted to eat some Käsknödel they said yes 
and we ordered some. After five minutes they got the Käsknödel. Suddenly they began to throw them at 

the other people. Then the other people shouted at them.The aliens were scared and flew away.  

Sandro Wallnöfer  

 

Vampires 

 

Bendy's problem: 

Once, there was a large family of vampires. The whole family lived in an old dark house. During the day, 
all the vampires slept in their coffins and they all liked their lives.But one day the youngest vampire 
Bendy didn`t like to bite people anymore. The whole family was in despair. "What shall we do?"asked 
Uncle Frank. "He is going to become ill," said mum. After some time Aunt Jill said, "If he doesn’t want to 
bite people, he has to bite animals." All the vampires looked worried, but Bendy said ,"Okay, let me 
have a try." The whole family was shocked, even Aunt Jill.  
In the afternoon when Bendy wasn’t at home, all the vampires sat together. "Now Jill, what shall we 
do?"asked Tracy."I don’t know," said Jill and looked helpless. "Maybe Bendy was joking," said his sister 
Lilo. "Oh no, Bendy wouldn’t!"Uncle Frank shouted. So it went on for hours. Suddenly Bendy’s brother 
Mac had an idea. "It`s Bendy`s birthday next week, isn`t it?" "Yes, that`s right," the others shouted. 
Mac went on, "Let`s give a party for him, and as a present we are going to kidnap a nice girl and he has 
to bite her so that she becomes a vampire too." "That`s a great idea!" they all shouted. So the whole 
family helped together to kidnap a nice girl and to have a good party.  
On Bendy`s birthday the house looked really good and at midnight Bendy got his present. Bendy 
couldn`t believe his eyes. In front of him there stood a nice girl with big blue eyes and long brown hair. 
She looked like an angle. Bendy was very nervous. He thought he couldn`t bite the girl, but after half an 
hour he did so and all the vampires were very happy. The next night, Bendy showed the girl, called 
Kiara , the house and told her that he didn’t want to bite people anymore. Kiara didn’t want to bite 
people either. And so one night Bendy and Kiara flew to the neighbouring village to see the other 
vampires. The vampires were very friendly and said that they wouldn’t bite people anymore. So they 
lived on ketchup and orange juice. Bendy and Kiara married and had two lovely, friendly vampires.  

Marina Kofler  

  



 

The story of Graf Dracula: 

Once, there was a vampire called Graf Dracula. He lived in a castle in the USA. The vampire loved 
sucking blood and eating black pudding.  
There was a young girl from Brazil. She wanted to go on holiday in the USA.  
The castle where the vampire lived was called " The Castle of Horror". On the door of the castle, there 
were many skeletons with blood on them.  
On the 5 th of December, the Brazilian girl was flying to the United States. Her hotel was just one 
kilometre away from the vampire's home. Count Dracula was a very terrific vampire. He loved biting 
young Brazilian girls. He said that the blood of these girls was the best. When the young girl arrived, the 
vampire changed into a bat. Then he flew into the room of the young girl.  
There he saw her and thought ," Tomorrow I will come here again and then I will bite her and suck her 
blood.  
On the next day, Dracula stayed in his coffin and he dreamed of black pudding. In the evening he came 
out and said, " Now I will change into a bat again and fly to the girl to bite her". The vampire wore his 
black jacket and his bearskin helmet. He was the only vampire in the USA who had a bearskin helmet. 
He flew into the room, saw the girl, changed into a vampire and bit into her neck. The girl cried, " Help, 
help". Then she fell asleep. Graf Dracula sucked the " best blood of the world" very slowly and he drank 
very much of it because it tasted so great. After fifteen minutes, the vampire had enough.  
Back home he went into his coffin. He closed the top of it and fell asleep. He slept very long, and on the 
next day he saw the girl again. She was departing because she found the hotel too horrible.  

 

 

 

The Vampire!!!: 

Once upon a time, a vampire lived in an old castle near a little town. By day he turned into a normal 
man and by night he turned back into a vampire. By day he went to places where children were playing . 
He was friendly to them and he asked them where they lived and if someone didn`t tell, the vampire 
would give him a sweet and the child would say where he was living. Every day he went to a different 
town. One morning , when Mrs. Bright went into her son`s room she couldn`t find him . She looked for 
him in the bathrom , in the kitchen ,and in the living room She looked for him everywhere, but she 
didn´t find him . She phoned some people and they said that they couldn´t find their children either. 
The parents whose children were missing went to the police. The head of the police said ,, I`ll send 
some policemen to look for your children. "In the evening all the children were back home again. But 
they were not the same. They did not eat anything, they never laughed and they were always sad.  
One morning Mrs. Bright asked her son, " What’s the matter with you ? Her son answered, "Every night 
a vampire comes into my room and takes me and some other children with him." His mum stared at 
him. " Where ........, where does he take you?" " I can’t remember exactly, but I think to the castle on 
the hill some miles away," her son said. After breakfast Mrs. Bright went to the police and told them all 
about it. Two days later at night a few policemen drove to the castle. They found the vampire and killed 
him. Since then you can hear strange noises coming from the castle every night.  

Gudelj Zaklina  

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Vampires: 

Mike and Frank wanted go to a school for reporters. But they had one problem.They needed a very good 
story so that they would be accepted. At first they wanted to write something about cars .But then they 
heard some people speak about a vampire castle.So they wanted to write a story about the vampire 
castle.They did not know where the castle was and so they had to ask the people in the village .When 
the people heard that Mike and Frank wanted to go to the castle,they first shook their heads and then 
they said, "If you go to the castle you will never get out of the castle again." The next day Mike and 
Frank went to the castle although the people said that they would never come back. When they were 
standing in front of the castle, Mike began to take notes. When he had finished, a big vampire with long 
teeth came. " Come on, Frank. The vampire wants to catch us." said Mike. Mike and Frank ran as fast as 
they could. When they saw a door, they ran through it and they got into an old room. Six vampires 
followed them. Then Mike opened a secret door because he was holding on a lamp hanging down from 
the ceiling. Mike and Frank crawled through it and then they closed the secret door. They were standing 
in a room full of people that had been missing for a long time. When Mike saw them, he said , " Come 
on, we don`t have a lot of time." The people quickly followed them. Ten minutes later, Mike and Frank 
were at home. They wrote the story down and then they went to bed. The next morning in school, they 
gave the story to the teacher and said, " It`s a true story." Ten years later, Mike and Frank were the 
most successful reporters of the world.  

Kathrin Wille, Verena Loukota 

 

 

The attack of the vampires:  

Wenns , Tyrol  
Sunday , 9 o’clock a.m.  

" It was a rainy and foggy night . The place , where we were at that moment , was a cave in the 
Vampiremountain . First we could only see a few bats , but then it happened . A bat turned into a 
terrible vampire ! All members of our crew ran away . Dr. Smith and I were under a shock and couldn’t 
leave our place . The changing into the vampires had already been completed. I could see the long teeth 
and the vampires’ black coats. They came closer and closer . Then we got into a panic and ran away 
too" , I heard a scientist say on TV .  
" You don’t believe that , do you ?" said my mother , who really hates vampires , because they hate 
garlic . My only answer was " Psst" , because I wanted to hear this interview . I turned the volume a 
little bit up .  
" Mr. Henderson . What would you do with this cave , if your story was true ?" a reporter asked Dr. 
Henderson . " My story is true , and everybody can go to the cave , and see the terrible vampires . But I 
don’t care , what will happen to the people ." Mr. Henderson said very nervously .  
I switched off the TV and said to my mum , " Mum , I think that this is only a tourist attraction . There 
are no real vampires . But ähm....... , I would like to go and see the cave ." "OK , so you will learn , that 
you should never believe the stories on TV .  

Somewhere in Transylvania  
Sunday , 10:25 a.m.  

" So , my nice vampire – friends . The time has come to conquer the world ." All the vampires started to 
fly out of their cave . The leader of the vampires flew first . At the end there were also some bats . First 
the vampires flew to an old castle , where the leader wanted to say something " My lovely vampire-
friends. Now we are going to carry out our plan . What are we going to do first ?" A small vampire raised 
his hand . " I know . First we’ll bite the people in our country , then we’ll have more adherents to carry 
out our plan , so that all the humans will become vampires ." " Yes , that’s right . So , now let’s go , we 
have a lot of work ahead of us", the leader said to his adherent .  



Police Station , Medias  
Sunday , 10:45 a.m.  

" Hey John , please come to the window . You must have a look at what is happening down there" , a 
policeman said to the other . "What is it , Bill . Do you see a ghost ?" the other policeman said , and 
walked to the window . " What is ..." , Bill said and was struck dumb . There were maybe 10000 
vampires , flying to the police station . The policemen took their rifles and began to fire . But the 
vampires were much faster , and bit the policemen . The situation was hopeless . The policemen fell 
down onto the floor and turned into vampires ! They put their rifles on the desk , and said to the leader 
of the vampires , " We do all the things you want us to do ." " That’s good . Bite all the people from 
Medias . Then we can go to another city and do the same there" , the leader said and started to grin .  

Somewhere above Transylvania in a plane  
Sunday , 11:15  

" Bing . Ladies and Gentlemen . We will land in Medias in a few minutes . Please fasten your seat belts" , 
the pilot said . " Mum , I think , that this story about the vampires is not true" , I said a little bit tired to 
my mum . " So do I . Vampires , what a silly idea" , my mum said .  

Medias , centre  
Sunday 11:20 a.m.  

" Boss , we have now successfully changed the people from the city into vampires . We are waiting for 
new instruction" , an adherent said to the leader . " A few of us should stay here and go to the control 
tower . And the others should come with me , because now we want to conquer the next city . It is 
called Tîrgu Mures" , the leader said to the adherent .  

Above Medias , 1 km from the airport , Cockpit  
Sunday 11:25  

" Medias Tower , I am asking for permission to land " , the captain said . He was waiting a few seconds . 
No answer . " Medias Tower , I am asking for permission to land" , the captain shouted nervously . No 
answer . " Medias Tower , we will run out of fuel , if we don’t land." No answer . " Jordan , please tell the 
people , that we will try to land " , the pilot said to his copilot . The copilot told the people . He said , " 
Ladies and Gentlemen . If the lights of the runway are switched off , the landing may be a little bit rough 
, but don’t get nervous ." The pilot landed safely .  

Medias , airport  
Sunday , 11:30 a.m.  

We all looked at the airfield . Nobody was there . Everything was quiet. We walked to the tower . Before 
we had a look at the gate . And what we saw was terrible . There was blood on the floor . And then I 
found a letter with a terrible message : "Help ! There are more than 10000 vampires at the airport . I 
am trying to keep them off ."  
"Oh my God. There are vampires. They bite the people and now they will bite us !" I thought . I ran as 
fast as I could to the captain . I told him , what I thought . He said to me ," Oh , yes . That must be true 
, because the tower didn’t answer." At that moment a man came over to us and said " Hello . My name 
is Dr. Smith ." " Dr. Smith ? You are Dr. Smith who has discovered the cave with the vampires ?" , I 
asked . " Yes , I am . Dr. Henderson and I never thought about what could happen , if we didn’t do 
anything against the vampires . What I don’t understand is , that they can do everything in the daylight 
. You know , that vampires hate the light" , Mr. Smith said At that moment I had an idea . I went to the 
kiosk and had a look at the " Times " . " Yeah , that's it" , I said to myself .  
I walked to the pilot and Dr. Smith . I said ," Dr. Smith , I've found the solution to your problem . In a 
laboratory in Turda , a robber has stolen a new invention . A cream which completely keeps off the sun’s 
rays . That means , that all the vampires are immune to the daylight !" I said in an anxious voice . " No, 
I think, that’s good . If we could get a telephone , we could phone a radio – station . They could tell the 
people to switch on all the lights of their houses , and when the vampires come they could pour water 
over them . Then they will die" , Mr. Smith said .  

 



 
" What about the other vampires ?" I asked . " I don’t think , that they will do something , because they 
are not many . I think , that they will fly to the cave , because they will be safe  
there . And if they fly to the cave , the Army will also kill them" , Mr. Smith said optimistically . " OK , 
now the only thing we must do is get a telephone !" we all said . The captain had an idea and said , " I 
know , that there is a telephone in the tower, which has a connection to the government ." " Let’s go" , I 
said .  
We walked through the gate to the airfield , and then to the tower . When we entered the tower , we 
heard a voice saying , " Oh , that’s unfair . The other vampires can bite people , and we must stay here 
and keep a lookout ." " Oh , no ! There are vampires . Now we are in trouble" , I whispered . But Mr. 
Smith had an idea , " If one of us goes to gate , he can get some water from the toilette . Then we can 
pour it over the vampires and …" He couldn’t say one more word, because I was already running to the 
gate . " Where is the toilette ?" , I asked myself . There it was . I took the umbrellastand and filled it 
with water . Then I ran back to the tower as fast as I could .  

Medias , control tower  
Sunday , 12:01 a.m.  

The vampires were sitting in the tower . I showed my friends the stand filled with water.  
"Good . Now we have only one chance . Please give me the water" , the captain said. I gave it to him, 
and he crept to the vampires . In one moment he poured all the water over the vampires . What we now 
saw was terrible . The vampires melted till nothing was seen of them .  
" Now every second is important . Mr. Smith , you call the government , and tell them , what has 
happened , and what we are planning to do. Captain , you go to the plane , and get it ready for take off 
, because I don’t want to run any risk" , I said in a friendly voice.  

Medias , airport  
Sunday , 12:49  

The captain said , " Ladies and Gentlemen . The plane is ready to take off . Please get on the plane and 
sit down . We are only waiting for Mr. Smith . Ah here he is ." " Mr. Smith , what will the government do 
?" We asked Dr. Smith. He said , " The government has accepted our plan , and will send out the 
warning in the radio and on TV. They will also hand out papers . A special group of scientists will make a 
remedy for the cream and spray it with planes over the land , and the Army will wait in the cave ." We 
all were happy. Then we all got on the plane . The plane took off , and we flew home .  

Vienna , airport  
Sunday , 15:18  

When we got off the plane, we saw a red carpet on the ramp. The national guard played the  
hymn . The president of Austria shook hands with us , and said , " Please come with me." Then we were 
driving to his house . There the president said , " You have saved the world . Here is your award." He 
gave us a medal , and showed us a video of the vampires flying back to the cave . Our plan had worked 
. Then we could go home .  

Wenns  
Sunday , 18:00  

" Mum , I don’t think that I will watch a vampire film the next few years" , I said . " And I’ll eat more 
garlic than I ate before" , my mum said . Then we started to laugh . I think , that that was the most 
frightening adventure I've ever had.  

The End  

Manuel Meitinger 

zum Seitenanfang 

 

 



 

THE VERY STRANGE VAMPIRE: 

THIS IS THE STORY OF A VERY STRANGE VAMPIRE.YOU MIGHT KNOW THAT VAMPIRES HATE GARLIC, 
CROSSES AND SUNLIGHT. THEIR FAFOURITE FOOD IS BLACK PUDDING AND BLOOD. BUT THERE IS 
ONE VAMPIRE THAT HATES BLOOD AND BLACK PUDDING. THIS VAMPIRE’S NAME IS LUCY.  
OK, LET’S TALK ABOUT LUCY. LUCY LIVES IN AN OLD CASTLE IN SCOTLAND WITH HER FATHER , HER 
MOTHER AND HER 2 SISTERS. WHEN LUCY WAS TWO , HER FATHER TOOK HER WITH HIM TO SEE HOW 
TO BITE PEOPLE. BUT LUCY DOESN’T LIKE BITING PEOPLE. SHE LIKES PLAYING IN THE SUN. HER 
FATHER ALWAYS SHOUTED AT HER AND SHE WASN`T ALLOWED TO GO TO THE VAMPIRE –TEENIE 
CLUB.ONE EVENING THE VAMPIRE-FAMILY SAT TOGETHER AND ATE BLACK PUDDING.LUCY SAT IN A 
CORNER AND ATE GARLIC. HER MOTHER SAID, "LUCY EAT WITH US!" LUCY DIDN`T WANT TO, AND 
WENT TO HER COFFIN.LUCY DOESN`T LIKE COFFINS ,BUT HER FATHER SAID THAT SHE HAD TO SLEEP 
THERE.THERE SHE TOOK HER CROSS AND BEGAN TO PRAY. SUDDENLY THE TOP OF HER COFFIN FELL 
ON THE FLOOR AND HER FATHER STOOD IN FRONT OF HER.WHEN HE SAW THE CROSS HE GOT A REAL 
SHOCK AND FELL ASLEEP. LUCY THOUGHT,"WHEN MY FATHER FALLS ASLEEP,MY MUM AND MY SISTER 
WILL ALSO FALL ASLEEP,AND I CAN GO TO BELL AND HER FAMILY,BECAUSE THEY DON`T LIKE BLOOD 
EITHER!!!" SO SHE WENT TO HER MOTHER AND SHOWED HER THE CROSS . SHE ALSO FELL ASLEEP. 
LUCY PACKED HER SUITCASES AND FLEW TO HER FRIEND BELL!!! THEY LIVED TOGETHER AND HAD A 
LOT OF FUN!!!!!  

Tanja Miedl  

 


